
Lecure No. 2.

the result of the incident described.

- There are some today who question the identification of

the city but the evidence still seems rather strong for its correct

ness.

Later in the Book of Exodus, we read of the various plagues

whith were brought upon the Egyptians in order to compel them to

allow the Children of Israel to leve the land. Eventually the en

tire nation went out of the lnd of Egypt. After the ill-fated pur

suit of them by Phara\ and the incidents at the crossing of the Red

Sea, they continued into the wilderness.

1e naturally would not expect that the Egyptians would put

H up a monument to celebrate this failure to brinc, badc the Israelites.

The Bible does not state that Pharahimself,was drowne11d in the Red

Sea, only that some of his men were. It would not coincide with the

actions of any nation to put up a monument celebrating their failure

to accomplish their will. Consequently we need not expect to find

explicit information about this in Egypt.

The events of the exodus occurred in the Delta. The ancient

ruins of the Delta are largely buried. Nine-tenths of the materials

that have been preserved to us from ancient Egypt have come from

Upper Egypt. The superior fertility of the Delta would mean that

many events must have occured here which left little trace in Upper

Egypt, but our knowled e of the history of the Delta is very inferior

to our knowledge of Upper :2gypt.

A skeptical writer rho is prone to turn everything against

the accuracy of the Ccriptural narrative as far as possible says;

"The truth is that there is in wry,,-.-)t singularly little evidence which

he.rs directly on the Bible narrative. This does not indicate tht

the narrative is false, for even greater historical events have t-dcen

-,-)Ice in Egypt and left ractically no traces."
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